
As modern work models continue to evolve, proven productivity tools like print can create 
unique challenges. When employees are traveling, working from home, or are simply on-the-
go without easy access to network printers, keeping everyone productive becomes difficult. 
Fortunately, e-BRIDGE® Global Print simplifies printing from wherever you work, allowing you  
to send print jobs directly to cloud-connected Toshiba MFPs, and then release when ready  
at the printer of your choice. And, thanks to industry-leading security, the entire experience  
is worry-free for you.

PRINTING MADE SIMPLE FOR 
THE ANYWHERE WORKFORCE



While working from anywhere has its advantages, remote printing can be complicated. Many work from multiple 
locations with different printers at each one, making it difficult to know how to quickly print. Or they can’t queue up print 
jobs from home and release them at work, which disrupts the natural workflow. Remote printing can be a struggle for IT 
as well. Setting up multiple drivers and print servers puts a strain on an already busy department. Fortunately, e-BRIDGE® 
Global Print takes the hassle out of printing for employees and IT alike, adding up to a more productive workforce. 

e-BRIDGE® GLOBAL PRINT MAKES IT EASY TO:
• Submit print jobs to the cloud from anywhere for location flexibility

• Sign in from Google WorkspaceTM or Microsoft 365® accounts to quickly enable printing

• Release print jobs on demand conveniently and securely with access card or PIN

• Gain insights into your printing and devices with MFP usage logs

• Eliminate IT overhead associated with managing print servers and more

WORRY-FREE PRINTING FROM 
WHEREVER YOU ARE



SUBMIT PRINT JOBS TO THE CLOUD 
For your workplace to truly be flexible, employees need to be able to print from their home office, 
client’s office, coffee shop, or from anywhere, really. e-BRIDGE® Global Print makes this easy. 
Once users simply install the Toshiba universal print driver onto their computer, they can send 
print jobs from virtually anywhere, and from any network. 
 
 

AUTHENTICATE WITH THE LATEST SECURITY STANDARDS 
With e-BRIDGE Global Print, you can easily sign in from your Google WorkspaceTM or Microsoft 
365® accounts to quickly enable printing. All documents are securely transmitted to and from the 
cloud hosted by Microsoft® Azure® and Amazon Web ServicesTM (AWS). And we’ve also simplified 
secure authentication by allowing users to log into the MFP using a dedicated PIN,  
or access card or badge. It’s your choice and best of all, little to no training is required.  
 
 

RELEASE PRINT JOBS ON DEMAND 
e-BRIDGE® Global Print ensures that the user has ultimate control over their print jobs. Since a 
job is submitted to the cloud, it can be printed on demand from any Toshiba MFP, without worry 
that the printout will be left for others to see. With one simple sign-on from the MFP embedded 
application, a print job is released when the user is ready to receive it, keeping sensitive 
documents secure and reducing waste from forgotten printouts.  
 
 

GAIN INSIGHTS INTO PRINT TRENDS AND DEVICES 
Tracking your MFP usage with e-BRIDGE® Global Print comes with distinct advantages.  
MFP usage logs provide insights into every single print job, regardless of where it originated.  
This allows the administrator to create reports, making it easier to gain insights on device usage 
and user productivity. 
 
 

INCREASE FOCUS AND COLLABORATION 
Digital media certainly has its advantages; however, employees often find it easier to stay 
focused and be more engaged with printed materials. Thanks to e-BRIDGE® Global Print,  
you can now print from virtually anywhere and pick up meeting materials with ease to allow for 
increased connection and collaboration, and, ultimately, a rise in productivity.



e-BRIDGE® GLOBAL PRINT FROM TOSHIBA 
e-BRIDGE® Global Print from Toshiba provides a simple and secure way of printing for the anywhere workforce.  
It’s easy to set up and start printing in no time, so you can focus on what’s important and stay productive without 
dealing with unnecessary print frustrations – a win-win for everyone.

About Toshiba Tec

Toshiba Tec Corporation is a leading provider of information 
technology, operating across multiple industries - ranging from 
retail, education and business services to hospitality and 
manufacturing. With headquarters in Japan and over 70 
subsidiaries worldwide, Toshiba Tec Corporation helps 
organisations transform the way they create, record, share, 
manage and display information. 

For more information please contact us:

Toshiba Tec Corporation 
1-11-1, Osaki, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 
141-8562, Japan

Website 
www.toshibatec.com
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